
Olympiad Physics



Website Introduction
Purpose:

Keep up to date with class information and assignments

Ask questions about class content or problems

URL: hccsphysics.wix.com/home

Email Questions:
hccs.physics@gmail.com

hccsphysics.wix.com/home
hccs.physics@gmail.com



Home Page
- Link to registration
- Road map and class information

Teaching Staff Page
- Information about teaching staff

Contact Page
- Used by people outside the HCCS Physics Program

hccsphysics.wix.com/home
hccs.physics@gmail.com



Class Page
Click on tab <Olympiad Physics>

Enter password

<hccspo> to access

hccsphysics.wix.com/home
hccs.physics@gmail.com



hccsphysics.wix.com/home
hccs.physics@gmail.com

Syllabus

Calendar

Homework Email



F=ma contest
- 25 multiple choice questions

- 75 minutes

- Focusing on Classical Mechanics only

- Problems can be solved without calculus

- No penalty for wrong answers

- Simple scientific calculator allowed



USA Physics Olympiad Exam
- Top 300-400 students from F=ma contest

- Part A: 4 questions, 90 minutes; Part B: 2 questions, 90 
minutes

- Problems may require use of derivatives and integration

- Simple scientific calculator allowed

- Covering all topics in introductory physics: Mechanics, 
E&M, Thermodynamics and Fluids, Relativity, Nuclear 
and Atomic Physics, and Waves and Optics



Introduction
- Physics involves a great deal of problem solving

- Test of understanding is the ability to solve 
problems

Passive: Reading is a necessary to learn, but not 
sufficient

Active: Spend as much time as possible solving 
problems



Introduction
Use a small number of ideas to solve a majority of 
Olympiad physics problems.

Become good at problem solving:

- Know these ideas

- Recognize which ideas are used for a problem

- Apply the idea correctly



Problem Solving
For the problems you choose to work on, be careful not 
to look at the solution too soon.

There’s nothing wrong with putting a problem aside for a 
while and coming back to it later.

If you head to the solution at the first sign of not being 
able to solve a problem then you have wasted the 
problem.



Problem Solving
- Recognize its meaning and its formulation

- Know more than the correct ways to do a problem

- Also need to know the incorrect ways

New problem – many decent-looking approaches to take, 
eliminate ones that are poor

- No short-cuts to understanding physics



Draw a diagram
Label all relevant quantities (forces, lengths, masses, etc.).

Change hopelessly complicated problems into near-trivial 
ones.

A picture is worth a thousand words!



Keep track of variables
Write down what you know, and what you are 
trying to find.

For instance:

- Three unknowns

- Two facts

- Another fact missing (conservation law, F=ma 
equation, etc.)



Solve things symbolically
- Quicker to manipulate

- Less likely to make a mistake

- Do the problem once and for all (the value of l is 2.4 
instead of 2.3)

- See the general dependence of the answer on the 
given quantities

- Occasionally things get messy with letters – solving 
a system of 3 equations in three unknowns



Numerical Answer: Check Order of 
Magnitude
- See if the number is reasonable.

- Errors come from forgetting some powers of 10

- E.g. if you calculate the distance along the ground a car 
skids before it comes to rest – a kilometer or a millimeter 
is not reasonable



Dimensional Analysis
- Looking at units before a problem can tell you what the 
answer has to look like

- Checking units at the end of a calculation can tell you if 
your answer has a chance at being correct.















Limiting cases
- Help you get started on a problem

- Imagine making a certain quantity very large or very 
small and see what happens to the behavior

- Intuition about limiting cases is better than your 
intuition about generic values of parameters





m = M
- m stops and M picks up a speed v

- Fairly believable (for pool players)

- Satisfies the conservation of energy and momentum



M ≫m
- m bounces backward with speed ≈ v

- M hardly moves

- M is basically a brick wall



m ≫M
- M keeps plowing along at speed ≈ v

- M picks up a speed of ≈ 2v (unexpected and interesting 
result, consider what is happening in the reference 
frame of the heavy mass m)





Limiting Cases
θ → 90°, then ω → ∞

- The mass has to spin very quickly to avoid flopping 
down

θ → 0, then ω → 
𝑔

𝑙

- Frequency of a standard “plane” pendulum of length l


